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Introduction
Chimpanzees and humans are very closely related, sharing about 98% identity
between the two genomes. Because the chimp genome is poorly mapped and is so
similar to its human counterpart, we use the human genome as a guide to annotate that of
the chimp. The goal of annotation is to decode an organism’s genome by identifying its
constituent features and functions such as genes, repetitious areas, and pseudogenes.
Here, we attempt to annotate chunk 03-11, an approximately 100 kB fragment of chimp
chromosome 21, using a variety of computational tools including GENSCAN, BLAST,
BLAT, and the UCSC Genome Browser.
Initial GENSCAN Results
After using RepeatMasker to hide all known repetitious regions in the DNA
sequence, GENSCAN was used to predict putative coding regions in chunk 03-11.
GENSCAN initially predicted three putative coding regions—A, B, and C—that were
divided among the three people in the group (Figure 1). From our initial examination,
feature A may be a gene with six exons. Feature B runs in reverse orientation compared
to fragments A and C and may be a gene with three exons. The GENSCAN results also
suggest that feature C, a possible gene with 20 predicted exons, lacks an initial exon.
This may be due to the starting exon being outside of the 100 kB region or an incorrect
prediction by GENSCAN. None of these genes had only a single exon, which makes it
difficult to call a region a possible pseudogene upon first inspection.
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Figure 1. Initial GENSCAN gene map. Feature A and C run opposite to the coordinate
system here while feature B runs in the same orientation. Feature C also lacks an initial
exon.
Feature

Gene

Summary

A
B

FBXW11
SOD1

Pseudogene
Ortholog

C

SFRS15

Ortholog

Location
(bp on
chimp)
171-39169
4222745466
45597108978

Strand

Accession #

+

NM_033645.2
NP_000445.1

-

NM_001145445.1,
NM_001145444.1,
NM_020706.2

Table 1. Initial predictions based on GENSCAN map.
Feature A
Feature A is a pseudogene of human ortholog FBXW11 which functions as a
phosporylation-dependent ubiquitin. Young-In Kim used BLAT to align the GENSCAN
predictions to chimp chromosome 21 and 5. Blastp confirmed these results in human and
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found the full-length gene on chromosome 5. Blastx of the whole masked DNA sequence
of chimp chunk 03-11 against the GenBank FBXW11 peptide sequence confirmed
feature A on chromosome 21 as a pseudogene. This analysis also showed hits with low
percent identity in different coding frames. Because these hits were too close to be
intronic and occur in both human and chimp, Young-In concluded that feature A was
most likely a pseudogene that arose from a retrotransposition event before chimps and
humans diverged.
Feature B
Feature B is the chimp ortholog of human gene superoxide dismutase (SOD1).
Amanda Hay used BLAT to align feature B against the human genome and found a 99%
identity match on human chromosome 21. Although blastp showed a match to human
SOD1, BLAT later revealed that feature B did not completely cover all of the exons of
SOD1. Using the unmasked chimp chunk DNA sequence, GENSCAN found two more
exons that added an extra internal exon and the initial exon for the gene. After
incorporating the extra exons, BLAST confirmed that all exons of human SOD1 protein
were accounted for and feature B was concluded to be a gene.
Feature C
To verify that feature C, exists in chimp, I used BLAST-Like Alignment Tool
(BLAT) at the start to align the GENSCAN output protein sequence against the published
chimp genome from March 2006 (Figure 2). Figure 2 shows two general alignments
matching on chimp chromosomes 21 and 6. As expected, one of the hits had complete
coverage and identity. I decided to investigate the hit on chromosome 21 in more detail.

Figure 2. BLAT with GENSCAN feature C protein sequence against chimp.
Figure 3 shows the browser view of the BLAT search. Though the previous
BLAT results show complete coverage and identity, the UCSC Genome Browser does
not display any corresponding chimp RefSeq RNA data. This can arise because feature C
may not be expressed or, more likely, there is no corresponding entry in the chimp
RefSeq RNA database. Because of the high identity and coverage among feature C and
the three other human features, feature C is most likely expressed and lacks a RefSeq
entry. The alignments suggest that there are three isoforms of human SFRS15 gene that
correspond to feature C. These all have very similar alignments but differ at only a few
sites. Because all three sequences have high similarity, the basic genetic sequence is
likely the same but alternative splicing may slightly change the RNA among the three
sequences to create the isoforms. Most of the GENSCAN predicted exons match the
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human counterparts and even in the two areas of inconsistency, the gap in the terminal
exon (Figure 5) and the missing exon in feature C (Figure 7), are covered by matching
DNA sequence. As such, most of the differences between feature C and the human
sequence seem to come from inaccuracies of GENSCAN prediction over the entire DNA
sequence. These results highly suggest that feature C reflects a real gene.

Figure 3. Browser view of 100% similarity match of chimp to chimp BLAT.
The alignment of feature C against human DNA (March 2006) on BLAT also has
chromosomes 21 and 6 as hits and almost the same coverage and identity as the chimp
BLAT results (Figure 4). The 99.7% identity and complete coverage between feature C
and human chromosome 21 suggest that feature C really may be a real gene. The
browser view of this hit shows the same three isoforms of human SFRS15 aligned against
feature C as Figure 3.

Figure 4. BLAT with GENSCAN feature C protein sequence against human.
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Figure 5. BLAT alignment of masked chunk 03-11 DNA sequence (TerminalSeq),
GENSCAN results for feature C (3345_bp), and human sequence. In TerminalSeq row,
black denotes match between query and human subject sequence and red denotes
mismatch. The gap in TerminalSeq is masked sequence.
When run in blastp against the non-redundant (nr) protein database, the sequence
matches with three different isoforms of human SFRS15 gene as part of its results (Table
2). Furthermore, aligning the GENSCAN CDS data for feature C against the entire
human genome using blastn produces three mRNA transcript matches with high coverage
and identity for SFRS15 (Table 3). These results all suggest that Feature C most likely
was the SFRS15 gene. According to GenBank, the SFRS15 gene is a conserved member
of the arginine/serine-rich splicing factor family. Furthermore, BLAST (Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool) shows a putative conserved region between residues 601 and
631 that matches an RNA recognition motif (Figure 6). The Conserved Domain
Database adds that this putative conserved region is found in the RNA binding domain in
certain proteins such as RNA polymerase II in rats.
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Accession

Description

Max
Score

Total
Score

Query
E value
Coverage

splicing factor, arginine
/ serine-rich 15 isoform
NP_065757.1
1 [Homo sapiens]
976
1313
81%
splicing factor,
Arginine / serine-rich 15
isoform 2 [Homo
NP_001138916.1 sapiens]
993
1270
81%
splicing factor,
Arginine / serine-rich 15
isoform 3 [Homo
NP_001138917.1 sapiens]
919
1256
81%
Table 2. blastp hits from Feature C protein alignment to nr protein database. Note all
three isoforms are represented.
Accession

Description

Max
Score

Total
Score

0

0

0

Query
E value
Coverage

Homo sapiens splicing
factor, arginine/serinerich 15 (SFRS15),
transcript variant 3,
NM_001145445.1 mRNA
2383
5321
86.00%
Homo sapiens splicing
factor, arginine/serinerich 15 (SFRS15),
transcript variant 2,
NM_001145444.1 mRNA
2383
5447
88.00%
Homo sapiens splicing
factor, arginine/serinerich 15 (SFRS15),
transcript variant 1,
NM_020706.2
mRNA
2383
5442
88.00%
Table 3. blastn transcript hits from Feature C nucleotide alignment against human
genome. Note all three isoforms are represented.

Figure 6. Conserved domains on Feature C. The peptide sequence matches hits in the

0

0

0
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CDD that correspond to a possible conserved RNA binding or recognition motif.
To investigate the missing initial end of the feature C from Figure 1, the last
36284 bp of the masked sequence were run against human in BLAT (Figure 7). The
results show a 99.1% identity region on human chromosome 21 and also coverage of the
supposed initial exon of feature C (based on the first exon in the SFRS15 RefSeq data).
As such, this suggests that GENSCAN incorrectly omitted the initial exon for feature C.

Figure 7. Alignment of last 36284 bp in masked chunk 03-11. The rightmost exon
(initial exon) in the SFRS15 RefSeq data is covered by chunk 03-11 DNA sequence.
Interestingly, BLAT alignments of the final GenBank protein sequence of all
three isoforms of SFRS15 also omit the initial exon of SFRS15 (Figure 8). Although
Figure 7 shows alignment of mRNA at the initial exon with a small amount of coding
sequence, the complete lack of the initial exon in the final GenBank protein sequence
indicates that the coding interpretation may have been a miscall by BLAT. All of this
and the presence of a methionine at the start of the second exon highly suggest that the
initial exon may be part of a UTR region which is transcribed but not translated.
Additionally, the initial peptide product from the full mRNA may undergo posttranslational modification and the portion of the peptide corresponding to the initial exon
may have been cleaved out prior to determination of the peptide sequence. However, this
seems less likely due to the much greater evidence pointing to a putative UTR.
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Figure 8. Alignments of the three isoforms of SFRS15 GenBank protein sequence in
BLAT. Note the rightmost exon is unaligned compared to the full protein sequences.
To check for any other features in feature C that GENSCAN missed, NCBI Map
Viewer and blastx were used to visualize the surrounding features on human chromosome
21. The NCBI Map Viewer shows the high-mobility group nucleosome binding domain
1-like 2 pseudogene (HMGN1L2) within the SFRS15 gene (Figure 9). According to
GenBank, the HMGN1L2 pseudogene runs in the opposite orientation to the SFRS15
gene and has not been confirmed with experimental evidence. I then used blastx to
sequentially align 10,000 bp regions from 45,000 to 111,000 bp of the masked DNA
sequence against the human genome. Blastx results show two significant hits including a
81 residue alignment between feature C and the non-histone chromosomal protein HMG14 (Figure 10) as well as a match to putative RNA-binding protein 16 (Figure 11).
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Figure 9. NCBI Map Viewer of region around SFRS15 gene on chromosome 21. Note
the presence of HMGN1L2 in the length of SFRS15 (vertical red line).

Figure 10. blastx match to non-histone chromosomal protein HMG-14.
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Figure 11. blastx match to putative RNA-binding protein 16.
Synteny and Repeats
Synteny is the relative order of genes on a specific region of a genome. When
two sequences share high synteny, it offers some evidence of relationship between two
sequences. Using the GENSCAN output of the masked DNA sequence, BLAT shows
that all three features map to both chimp and human chromosome 21 in the same order
and orientation (Figure 12). When aligned against orangutan (Figure 13) and mouse
(Figure 14) genomes, the three features also share synteny although the features map to
chromosome 16 in mouse. This provides some evidence that the gene order has been
conserved since mouse diverged from primates.

Figure 12. Three features aligned against human show the same relative orientation and
order as in chimp (Figure 1). All map to human chromosome 21.
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Figure 13. Three features aligned against orangutan show the same relative orientation
and order as chimp and human. All map to orangutan chromosome 21.

Figure 14. Three features aligned against mouse show same relative orientation and
order as chimp, human, and orangutan. All map to mouse chromosome 16.
Running the unmasked sequence into RepeatMasker showed that there were
several areas of long repeat in chunk 03-11. In general, the repeats were significant only
in the annotation of feature B where two possible exons were masked. Two other repeats
of greater than 1 kB were found at bp 11211-12198 (LINE/LI) and at bp 31928-33254
(LTR/ERV1). Figure 15 summarizes the results.
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Figure 15. Repetitious areas found by RepeatMasker. Complete chunk was divided in
half to fit the limits of software.
Summary
Chimp chunk 03-11 had a total of three features predicted by GENSCAN.
Feature A is a pseudogene of human ortholog FBXW11 which functions as a
phosporylation-dependent ubiquitin. Blastx analysis showed matching hits that were in
different frames and too close to be intronic, suggesting a retrotranposition event for the
creation of the pseudogene. Feature B is the chimp ortholog of human gene superoxide
dismutase (SOD1). RepeatMasker masked sequence that corresponded to two exons.
Afterwards, BLAST confirmed the existence of all exons. Feature C is the chimp
ortholog of human gene SFRS15, an RNA splicing factor that has three different
isoforms. GENSCAN incorrectly missed the initial exon but matching coverage
confirmed its existence. The HMGN1L2 pseudogene and a portion of the non-histone
chromosomal HMG-14 are also found within the Feature C region. BLAT shows that
these three features have the same relative order in human, chimp, orangutan, and mouse.
Figure 16 shows the final map with features labeled.
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Figure 16. Final map of annotated chimp chunk 03-11.

